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How to be a player: Introduction

My beginnings of learning how to be a player

Many guys in my youth wanted to learn how to be a player and back then we didn’t have the internet to teach us how to meet and date lots of hot women.

When I was sixteen back in the 1970’s I ordered probably the first book on this subject called: “How To Pick Up Girls” by Eric Webber. I recall ordering this book through the mail and I recall waiting each day for what seemed like several months before that book arrived. I just knew that in no time I would learn how to be a player from that book!

When it did come in the mail, I just knew that my problems with my shyness and meeting girls in my high school would be over. I was going to learn how to be a player or die and I would pay all of the girls back who treated me like a nobody! I waited weeks and weeks before it did come in the mail. When I saw the order had arrived my excitement went through the roof. I grabbed the package and crept to my bedroom and began to read. I just knew then that I was going to learn how to be a player
and become a super dater.

Before that package arrived I had been so desperate that I had asked my player father how to be a player and get laid and his best advice was to go up to girls and just talk to them. He said talking is what you learn how to do when your learning how to be a player. Well imagine my disappointment when that was the base advice of the book that I had waited for what seemed like eons to arrive stated. My dreams of learning how to be a player went crashing down.

How to I met total disappointment

Eric Webers book stated that in order to meet women it was about going up to women and just talking to them? I had saved my money from my meager $73.84 every two weeks to be told to just go up and talk to women? No! I screamed inside with my mind filled with anguish and disappointment. I wanted to learn how to be a player not a talker!

Now 35 years later I can only say that is actually the sum total of the truth of how to to be a player of women for aspiring guys wanting to learn how to pick up chicks. I had to learn this lesson the hard way after many years of struggling out their in the real life world of night clubs while learning how to be a player.

Well if your going to learn how to be a player let me describe a player to you. The urban dictionary states the following:

“A male who is skilled at manipulating (“playing”) others, and especially at seducing women by pretending to care about them, when in reality they are only interested in sex”

Let me reveal a devastating truth of dating

Now having mastered the art of being a player and teaching how to be a player, let me say that there are two main key points that any guy trying to master this art of playing lots of women must learn. But first let me state a basic truth or revelation that will shock the whole world of picking up women:

Women do the choosing!

There, I said it. That is the total truth.

You have no idea how many guys trying to learn how to be a player either refuse to accept this or give up at this point! It is almost funny how many guys wanting to learn how to be a player refuse to accept the truth of the game. Even right now you reading my first post on how to be a player are probably in doubt. Read on.

Women do choose whom they will sleep with or open their legs too. I know, I know it’s hard to accept. I had to accept this truth too when I was learning how to be a player.

I know a lot of guys heads have been filled with that nonsense that us men choose whom we want and we just have to go up to her and just get her, or even worse from the pick up artist community the stupidity of one of those scripts has been filed into their heads.

Nothing is further from the truth. Let’s look at this from the light of intelligence and reason and really teach you how to be a player.
How to be a player: 2 vital needs

Anytime you have ever been successful with a woman it was because of the two main points that I know want to share with you:

1. First of all if she likes what she see’s then she will go out with you.
2. Secondly if she likes what she hears when you open your mouth then she will go out with you.

These are the two basic truths of the game that you the aspiring player or student learning how to be a player must master.

What am I saying?

I am stating this from 35 years of learning this game of how to be a player, that when you look good when you step up to a woman then she will more than likely date you or your chances go dramatically up. If you look good and sound good then she will date you. If you don’t look good but you sound good to her ear then she will date you.

Get it?

I hope so.

Yes unfortunately this game can be about looks! I learned that the hard way as I was learning how to be a player also.

Don’t get discouraged those of you of lesser looks like myself and give up learning how to be a player cause I learned to rule in my game despite not having super good looks.

Let me give you a history lesson

When you do grasp the truth while learning how to be a player that women choose whom they will sleep with then you can start to tailor your game or lessons of how to be a player from this important angle and totally simplify the dating game for yourself.

If you go back in time the players of our primitive days were the young bucks who were good hunters.
These guys looked like they could bring home the bacon. This was necessary for the young maidens so that they could be assured that their young would be well fed. Over time this trait has become an instinct for women.
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The look has changed for guys learning how to be a player since then and to our current days but the need to look like you are going somewhere in life and are at least moderately successful is still needed, especially if your learning how to be a player. Now I realize that women do date losers but that is due to a whole different set of circumstances.

Remember women are trained to look for that doctor or attorney by their mothers as kids. So in learning how to be a player you want to use this to your advantage. If you have a sister how many times has your own mother suggested she grow up to marry a doctor or professional? That was early programming put into a young girls head by well meaning and loving mothers. In my learning of how to be a player don’t think I didn’t learn how to be a player the right way and use this information to my benefit.

How to be a player: You must level the playing field

Guys let me state that a fellow learning how to be a player must always level the playing field against better looking players by looking good. That means that you have to enter the game looking like a winner. You have probably heard the old saying that women love a sharp dressed man. Before you even begin, yes there are exceptions to the rule. For example when the guy is Brad Pitt or of that quality of looks he can show up in shorts and flip flops and still attract a lot of women. But for us average guys learning how to be a player we must level out that field against the better looking guys.

Now I am not saying that in order to learn how to be a player and get good at it that you have to wear a 3 piece suit just to go out and meet women while on your path of learning how to be a player. You just need to be aware of things like color, fit and style to get ahead of the curve.

How to be a player: this game isn’t fair so get over it

I’m sorry fellas that getting lots of dates with women and learning how to be a player game is not a fairly played game and if this were a perfect world or universe, women would date guys solely based on their inner qualities. But let’s get real. They don’t so adapt or die in this game. Sorry to be so blunt but your lesson on how to be a player must be complete with the total truth if you are to truly learn how to be a player.

I have been coaching guys on the internet since the early 2000’s in how to be a player and one thing I will say about men who look for answers here on the internet, is that they are very self centered and selfish. Especially when I state the above. If the shoe was on the other foot they would not date someone just based on their personality but expect women to do so.

How to be a player: You must learn how to dress

Guys, you have to learn how to dress period if your going to learn how to be a player. You have to learn how to pick the right clothes and colors that will cause you to pop or turn heads when you walk into a room. Do a study on color and it’s effects for just a glimmer of an idea of how powerful of a tool this
can be on a woman’s mind and your ability to master this path of how to be a player. Also notice how they are about this subject. Not many guys know that a woman pays attention to even the shoes you are wearing and it’s a part of her training from her own mother. Plenty of women warn their daughters to judge a man by his shoes and many women do just that I’ve found. If you wear some beat up shoes while your learning how to be a player from me then don’t expect good results.

I could go on and on about this subject part of my how to be a player curriculum but my own girlfriend actually gives classes for men in this area and does private consultations. CLICK HERE So let me move on to the second issue of how you sound when you open your mouth.

How to be a player: Voice Lessons

Women love a man with a deep voice but that is not the whole of the opening your mouth subject just as dressing is not the whole of what she sees part. Pay attention to your vocal qualities students. Hey be serious of you really want to learn how to be a player.

If you sound good when you open your mouth then you have upped your choosing rate or score. A big part of that is being able to hold a decent conversation with a woman. Women are conversational junkies. After you read this article pay attention for just a day. Watch women. You will always see them holding a conversation with someone in person or talking on the phone.

My mother spent hours and hours on the phone when I was growing up, how about your mother or your sisters? I think your getting it now. Yes women do love to talk. Talking is like crack to a crack addict to them. They crave it and need it like a drug so when a man comes up with good conversation skills she is in heaven.

Normally she has to get it from a girlfriend (that fix of good conversation) but when a man possesses her drug she has found nirvana. Think about how few guys are good at this lost art and then you will begin to understand its importance.

This is what Eric Webber was trying to teach me when I was 16 but too dumb to understand while I was in search of magic techniques and tricks to get a girl to sleep with me. If only I knew then what I know now!

With these two uh, let’s call them powers you as a man will have no problem meeting and dating lots of women in your lives. I totally believe a young man should meet and date lots of women so that he knows what he wants in a woman when he settles down and doesn’t settle for the first hot woman to come along.

Learning how to be a player will give you that power in life and the dating game when you learn the real lessons of meeting and dating women.

In closing you have learned that women do the choosing so give them something to choose. Be aware of how your dressed and learn how to hold a decent conversation and your life will be a down stream float to the land of dating lots of women.

A lot of guys want to learn how to be a player but few actually make it to that goal. So if your serious about learning how to be a player then pay close attention to these 2 key point and one major revelation.
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summary
Well so far I’ve started you on your path to learning how to be a player and as your learning how to be a player you learned the vital first lesson that women do the choosing.
Next in your how to be a player lesson I touched on 2 important points:
1. If she likes what she sees then she will give you the aspiring how to be a player guy some pussy.
2. If she likes what she hears then she will give you the aspiring how to be a player guy some pussy
How To Be A Player: Lesson 2

A lot of people end up confused when it comes to how to be a player. They think that a player is a guy who goes out and gets a lot of women. They are dead wrong. Let me show you how to be a player through his tools and actions.

What do you see these women doing in these photos?

And my aspiring how to be a player what are they doing in this photo?

In teaching you how to be a player let me start with the first tool that you will need. Conversation skills. A player sells 3 things to women. First one is good conversation. You will never learn how to be a player unless you first of all develop your ability to hold a conversation with women. Women love conversation like a crack addict loves his drug. Good conversation is like a drug to women.

How to be a player by getting her life story

If your going to learn how to be a player then you must pay attention to this message. “Get her life story.” That is it. This is the god all secret of being a good conversationalist with women. Forget all of that nonsense that you have heard about stacking fake stories and all that bull. Get her life story is the most powerful tool in learning how to be a player. It gets your foot in the door and blows it wide open.

What does get her life story mean when it comes to how to be a player? It means taking a real and active interest in her life. You want to ask her questions about her and her life. Her dreams. Her passions. If she is 20 years of age then she has had 20 years of living and life experiences.
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So many guys fail at this level or on this lesson of how to be a player that is isn’t even funny anymore. In fact it is pathetic after teaching online how to be a player for about ten years now. So many guys will fail here because they cannot think outside of their own self centered perspective limited range of view. Sorry if your going to learn how to be a player then you have to open your mind view to her. That means taking a real interest in her as a human being. You have to actually bury the wolf inside and focus on her the person.

If you ever at any time you have been learning this game of how to be a player then I am sure you have observed that one guy who comes into a night club and is talking to a girl for a while then they suddenly up and leave? Well that was a real player in action using his conversation skills to land that woman.

How to be a player by being really interested in her

Fellas I assure you that if your going to learn how to be a player then you must get this step down. You must learn how to stop the self centered bullshit that you live through and open yourself up as a real player.

Take heart and give heart too. Learn how to be a player by being able to get women to feel relaxed around you and open up in conversation. Forget those old funky ways of interrogating a woman to death with the boring type of questions that other guys ask them all day long and end up putting the poor dears to sleep.

No. Instead aspire to being more real. Get into her life like a worm. That means easy your way into her life story. When you master this skill you will see that within a short period of time women will be telling you their deepest darkest secrets.

I have had a lot of guys learning how to be a player contact me after learning this skill about how within a hour they learned the most horrible secrets of women they just met. Women who had been molested and worse.

Guys, women love to talk once you get them talking. But if your going to learn how to be a player you must be truly interested in them as a person and not have one of those bored looks on your face faking the funk.

Believe me I have taught thousands of men all over the world how to be a player in the game and I cannot stress enough the importance of learning how to talk to women. I have used conversation to get into a woman’s mind and do what is called “Mind Fuck” them. But that is not a lesson for the basic level of learning just how to be a player. That is advanced information that would only confuse an aspiring player in this game.

So, how to you do it? You sitting there over coffee which are the best dates to go on. Never go to the movies if your going to learn how to be a player from me. Never, ever, make that first date a movie date. Why? Because you cannot talk to her and get to know her. Most daters and guru’s have it all wrong I’m telling you. They have it ass backwards.
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Coffee dates are the way to go and they are the cheapest way to find out if she is worthy of your team. $2.00 for a cup of Joe or coffee vs a minimum of $40.00 out of your pocket just for a basic movie? I don’t think so. As I said if your going to learn how to be a player from me you will also learn how to be more frugal with your time and money.

Remember those of you who do aspire to learn how to be a player, that this takes time to build and if your going to really learn how to be a player you must allow yourself to make mistakes. I have gotten emails from guys trying to learn how to be a player complaining how they thought they blew it over coffee and over stressing themselves.

Relax. Allow your skills to grow and then you will truly be on the path to how to be a player and before you know it you will be there and of learned how to be a player before you know it.

I could talk on and on about how to be a player and use conversation skills and mastering this level of the game but I don’t want to overload you. If you really want to learn **how to be a player** badly enough then you will take the time to do what it takes.

Believe me I spent a lot of time on that road in learning how to be a player and learning how to be a player isn’t easy! I am now a master player and teacher of those who want to truly learn how to be a player so your in the right place my friend.

Recently in a argument on another site I created a series of podcasts on how to be a player and what is a player and what does a player do when your learning how to be a player. You can find them:

**CLICK HERE**

WAIT!! Before you get all happy and shit. Only listen to part 1 and part 3 (yes out of order) then come back here to increase your lessons on how to be a player.

Feel free to look through my tools on how to be a player inside the of course “how to be a player” store.
How To Be A Player: Lesson 3

I should call this Prime Directive instead of lesson 2 on how to be a player. But lesson 2 on how to be a player involves my 2nd directive in truly learning how to be a player. So far you learned from lesson 1 of how to be a player that a player sells good conversation.

How to be a player is a selling game

As I said in the first lesson the art of learning how to be a player is basically a selling game. In lesson you you learn how to sell good dick or good sex. Brothers you cannot be a player unless you have women on your team to play. It is like a pimp with no ho’s if you do not possess a team of women who will come over at 3 in the morning and suck your dick and then get the fuck out.

If this language is too brutal for you then your not ready to learn how to be a player yet. Your too pussified and you need to grow up cause when it comes to teaching how to be a player you need to go to someone who really knows how to be a player. I am that man. I have lived the life of a player as you can see on my proof page

If your going to learn how to be a player then you need to get over that prissy bullshit that you have had programmed into your brains. Men cuss. Men cuss during sex and say dirty things. You will not learn how to be a player until you accept that fact. And guess what? Women love it on some levels.

So lets begin lesson 2 of how to be a player

If you have not listened to part 1 of my how to be a player podcast then

CLICK HERE

STOP! Do not listen to any other shows until you have finished reading this lesson! Don’t do a stupid “DUDE” thing. Lets get real on our lessons on how to be a player okay.

If your going to learn how to be a player and be real good at the game then you have to have good dick. Good dick has nothing to do with dick size by the way. It really is how you use not only your dick but your ability to talk during sex. A lot of guys on this path of how to be a player have learned this lesson well and reported phenomenal success with women. If they can learn how to be a player on this level then you can too.
How to be a player by fucking the shit out of women

On my path to learning how to be a player I had to learn how to fuck the shit out of a woman’s minds bodies and souls. This is what keeps them on your team. If the sex sucks they often will stray away or not come back for seconds.

So you need to get good with working her pussy if your going to learn this game of how to be a player. Remember a player is not this guy who runs out and gets ass every weekend. That is a Playboy or Pick Up Artist. A player has a team of women he is playing. He learns how to play their minds bodies and souls at the beginning level of pimpdome!

If you want to get good a how to be a player then you need to pay attention now. As in my book that you see on the side here
In this manual I will teach you how to be a player in 7 steps. I will show you how to basically fuck. And do it very very got dam well too. You must learn a woman’s body if you want to reach that ultimate player level. As you are now beginning to suspect this has nothing to do with a pua, pickup artist or playboy. In fact those clown acts are a total joke to real players of this game. I say they are a total embarrassment to anyone who is learning how to be a player. (JUST CLICK ON THE BOOK)

In using a woman’s body you want to learn about something called her clitoris. Master that and your ability to use conversation coupled with your ability to get her sexual fantasies out of her that I also teach and you can begin to see why my students of how to be a player are so got dam deadly.

In case you do not know what the clitoris is let me show you:
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In my book I will show you how to lay on her side and stimulate her clit until she reaches a orgasm while feeding back her fantasies that you learned while getting her life story.

Now let me show you why your dick size does not matter. I teach fellas to not only hit the clit while they are penetrating a woman but to also aim their dicks at what is called her g-spot. Not sure what or where that is? Well let me show you:

So as you can see if you have more than a inch of dick then you probably are too big to hit it. You have to back your dick out while penetrating her and aim it at the g-spot. Now my aspiring how to be a player student I want you to imagine this:

1. You have your dick hitting her g-spot.
2. Your middle finger well lubed up is rubbing her clit which is like our dicks.
3. Your saying words to her that engage her mind.

Now do you see how deadly this is? In my training on how to be a player this is the most deadliest of all sexual weapons that I learned to use on women. I have had women get totally addicted to sex with me. No. I am totally serious. If you have half a brain in your head and know one ounce of information about a woman’s body then you can see how totally devastating I was in bed from mastering the 3 things above.

Most guys in learning how to be a player do not realize how potent and powerful a woman’s mind is. Here is a quick homework lesson. Go to your local bookstore and instead of reading or perusing books on how to be a player, saunter over to the females section of the store. What do you see? Romance novels. Romance novels are the number one seller of books the world over. They are a woman’s porn. For most women it’s mental and emotional first.

If I am to show you how to be a player to the ultimate level then you must get the following words into your head. If you are to learn how to be a player then you must get the following statement into your head. If you are ever to get good at how to be a player then you need to burn the following statement
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into your chrome dome.
Are you still there? Still want to learn how to be a player? READ very carefully over and over again until you really get it:

**HOW TO BE A PLAYER LESSON NOTE:**

CONQUER A WOMAN’S MIND AND YOU CONTROL THE PUSSY!

Do not flash read this like a dummy. Think about it and meditate on it’s total and complete truth! Think about how it can effect your learning how to be a player lessons.

When you get it you will never just fuck or rut like a goat again. On my path to learning how to be a player I became a seek and destroy machine on a woman’s mind, and pussy.

You can also check out my new product:

How to make a woman cum! Just click on the book to find out more info!
How To Be A Player: lesson 4

Selling Dreams

Summary

So far on your journey to learning how to be a player you have learned that a player sells 3 things. If your going to learn how to be a player then you will have to sell good conversation, good sex and dreams.

In looking back your lessons so far in learning how to be a player I have taught you about the importance of conversation skills. You now know that if your going to learn how to be a player that you need strong conversation skills. Along this journey of how to be a player you have also learned that good conversation is like crack.

On the second leg of our how to be a player journey I talked to you about the importance of selling good dick. In my message I gave you come clues on how to make a woman orgasm using her clit and g-spot. I showed you how many guys on this path of learning how to be a player can get over their dick size issues and that if you have one inch of dick then you have enough.

So now the next leg of our journey into learning how to be a player we will cover the art of selling dreams.

How you must learn about her dreams

Let me start our discussion into how to be a player by selling dreams by saying that everyone has dreams. Yes. So do you. Women also have dreams as well. You the aspiring student on the path of how to be a player must uncover her dreams. What is it that she wants in life?

In a future post I will cover more of what women want in life but for now think about how their mothers program them to grow up and marry a doctor or attorney. That constitutes the basis of their dream. Most women do want to grow up and get married and have that little white picket fence. The last thing they think is that the want some fool who is learning how to be a player. Or so they think.
Societal programming of young women

Society programs women with that basic dream. Know this dream if you're going to learn how to be a player successfully and get lots of women on your player team. Playing women on this level is a mind game. You have to learn how to play their dreams so that they fall into your web. By now you have been reading enough on how to be a player for me not to sugar coat things for you. If you still do prefer a sugar coating then learning how to be a player is not for you son. Life is not a bed of roses. You either play or you will get played in life.

Jump into the game with both feet and your eyes wide open not shit as that silly movie title stated. How to be a player isn’t about pussy stuff. So you have to become a bit devious. Each woman has a dream. Find out what it is.

Let me share with you a mighty phrase to help you with understanding this part of the how to be a player lesson.

Your most powerful tool!

She will do anything for the man who will encourage her dreams, justify her failures, calm or still her fears, confirm her suspicions and help her hate and throw rocks at her enemies!

Guys who are learning how to be a player quickly learn this phrase and apply it to their life and their game quickly rises to the top. So let's break this down just a bit more for the newbs on the path of how to be a player.

If you learn to encourage a woman’s dreams she will support you the aspiring player. If you learn to justify her failures she will support those on the path of how to be a player. If you help her with her enemies she will do anything for you.

What am I saying? Justify her failures (nerds always ask me who are students of how to be a player), what do you mean? Okay if she failed at something at work then just say something like; “it will be okay Suzie, you will get it next time.” That is all it takes.

Have you any idea how few real compliments a woman gets in her life? Most of them are the base and banal ones about her looks, or ass or tits or ass. Few support them in their work. Think about how few times her boss compliments her. So those of you who are learning how to be a player if you took a real interest in her work and just made a small compliment you will literally own her attention.

For example; If she is an office manager, you could say something like…wow I know that is a hard job and I admire you ability to manage all the things that goes on in an office. You have a lot of weight on your shoulders.

Boom! You just delivered a unique compliment to her mind that nobody probably has done before. Guess what compliment she is going to remember of all of the aspiring how to be player wanna be’s? Yours. Trust me on that. If you think about it you will see the truth in this.

So you want to do this with her dreams also. Again remember your learning how to be a player not a playboy or a pick up artist. That means you want her on YOUR team helping you or at least giving you
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lots of sex when and how you want it. And believe me women will do it for the man who has learned how to be a player of those 3 elements.

Now every woman or most women have sexual fantasies. Yes we are now going into the dark arts of how to be a player. Aspiring players you need to also get not just her dreams but also her sexual fantasies. Your job is to uncover these and then feed them back to her during sex. I teach a full course in this in my female mind seduction course here on How To Be A Player that you can find by clicking on the photo below:

![Female Mind Seduction](image)

**Summary:**

Today in teaching you how to be a player I have covered the importance of selling dreams. Just like a pimp sells a dream to women you who want to learn how to be a player must learn the same tool and master it if your going to learn how to be a player.

I know this seems mysterious at this point as I can only give you the clues for how to be a player and cannot teach the whole path in one post/ebook/video etc etc. I have tons of podcast shows (over 1,000) and over 600 videos to share with students of my [website](#).
How To Be A Player: Lesson 5

3 types of women

If you're going to learn how to be a player, then you need to learn the 3 basic types of females out there in the game. If you're African American, then you probably know about:

1. Good girls
2. Freaks
3. Ho's

Every guy who learns how to be a player knows of these 3 types of women. I always recommend that guys spend more time with the freaks than any other out there. Unfortunately, most men who want to learn how to be a player are total cowards since the freaks are usually the hottest women in a night club.

In my book Night Club Pimping, I go into great detail on these 3 types including how to approach each one, but I will cover them briefly here for the aspiring student trying to learn how to be a player on a budget.

3 types of women

1. The good girl.

This is the type of bitch whom a guy wants to marry or settle down with when his path of how to be a player is over and he just wants a baby girl he can call his own. She is the nice type of girl who does everything for her man.
Ahhh the freak is the one who breaks the balls of a lot of guys on this path of learning how to be a players hearts, have them up at night wondering where she is at and who she is fucking. Freaks sometimes become strippers or those bitches you see who dress like all she wants is attention. Which is exactly what they want, and they will get it from anyone.

**How to be a player note: freaks LOVE SEX!**

Most freaks love sex and will always have a waiting list of guy’s or chumps to call. You’ve seen them with their garish outfits and overdone make up on. Usually they are the freakiest dancers in the clubs. These are the bitches who just need a little push to put them on the stage and from their onto a track. If your going to rise above just merely being on the path of learning how to be a player then you must master these freaks!
3. Ho’s.

Here is what is scary about this creature for aspiring guys learning how to be a player; they can masquerade as the other 2 and blend in. She is clever at blending in but what can give her away to fellows on the path of learning how to be a player is her higher taste in clothing and jewelry. These are the professional bitches who already ho. Most of you have read about coping ho’s and sh*t. These bitches will only do it for money or material gain of some sort. The mild form of a ho is a gold digger. The serious form is your common street walking ho. If your looking just for good fun pussy go for the freaks put some serious game on her ass and put her on your team. I owned a few like this. One lady regularly breaks me off, (gives me money), directly into my account. Funny thing is that she doesn’t look like a freak. She is a freak masquerading as a married good girl. Now she calls me daddy and I call her bitch.

If you smell like money they will flock to you wanna be players and playboys. I have known several professional ho’s like this, who used rich men and would only date guys with a lot of money. They know the game and are astute players of the game. In your conversation with a ho, you must talk about how successful you are and where your going in life to turn her on. She is aptly listening for your signs of success. If you made it to her face then you have passed her visual criteria. That means you look like a walking wallet.
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Let me start your lesson on how to be a player by stating that a smart player runs his game just like a business. This is where I will cut the non players from the heard of wanna be’s trying to learn how to be a player.

Most guys I learned are what I call “dudes.” Stupid dumb ass dudes who will keep making the wrong player decisions over and over again doing a dude thing. To reach the top of this game you have to be as serious as a heart attack while your learning how to be a player.

Main issue with most guys

A lot of guys are still stuck in what I call “ho chasing” method. I took the running up in every pretty girls face out of my game because you give away your power too easily and I have seen that this is why so many guys get played out there. This is not a good business decision and may guys trying to learn how to be a player will compromise their game over this next lesson.

From now on only go for girls who return favorable eye contact.

There I said it.

If you only knew how many dumb assess and total idiots out there trying to learn how to be a player whom objected to this lesson you would see why I am stating it as I do. This is when guys try to mix and match game styles and why the ALWAYS get lost on the path to learning how to be a player and end up getting played! Trust me. I always get their stupid emails whining about how they should of listened to me and most of you will do the same thing.

Hey I thought you were suppose to be teaching me how to be a player…you sound so negative! If you delt with the idiots I have over the last ten years trying to teach guys how to be a player then you would sound way worse. Again trust me on that.

Eye contact lesson

Okay let me talk about what I am saying here. Eye contact is the most important choosing signal a woman can give. If they like what they see when you step in then they are going to look at you a few times. You my student trying to learn how to be a player will have to be quick enough to catch them at it.

Then you want to catch her eye and try to hold the look for 2 seconds. If she holds it for 2 seconds then chances are she is interested in fucking you if your how to be a player lessons have worked and your game is good when you step up. If she smiles while looking you in the eye that is a good invitation to her bedroom providing again that your game is tight when you step up.

This is why you want to take these lessons of how to be a player to heart and learn them well! I am hoping that those still learning these player lessons have learned the basics and accepted how the game really is. If you haven’t then your in for a butt load of trouble trying to mix this path of learning how to be a player with some dumb ass pua crap. I really pity you and I’ve seen kids who thought they were smart enough to beat the dating game and end up assed out.
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So in being a player you want to give a woman something to choose. If you show up looking like a scrub in the game then you get a scrubs results. A player must learn how to be a player by learning how to put himself together in a way that attracts women to you.

Attraction for men is important. I just had a discussion with a fellow on pretty boys.

Part 1 for the video above can be found here:

Give them something to choose part 1
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A fellow learning How to be a Player must follow these rules:

- doesn’t chase ho’s but instead lets ho’s chase him
- Remember you want to learn how to be a player not a dater!
- lets ho’s chose before investing his time and energy
- keeps his emotions to himself.
- is his own best company.
- doesn’t get paid for screwing. He gets his pay from always having the right thing to say to his females.
- with sense never lets a female go who still has some trick in her.
- someone who has reversed the game.
- should be prince charming to the females. They should think you’re GOD!!!
- should always have one thought in his head, Play Or Die!!!
- should control the whole female, be the boss of her life, even her thoughts.
- should always be determined in any and everything.
- should always recognize and respect other Players.
- must be serious!!!
- has to be married, married to the game!!!
- could cut his d*ck off and still Play his ass off!!!
- is the loneliest person in the world.
- wants any female who can make him rise up in life.
- cannot feel like a Player with one female, has to raise a stable.
- loves it when his women love him.

In the area of :Women…

If your going to learn how to be a player

- A Player with a fine female has to keep his game tight.
- Females always try to find a weakness in a Player.
- Its not about the ho’s looks as it is about what she can do for you
- A pretty black female and a white female are alike. They will try destroy your stable and leave you broke and fucked up.
- The way you start with a female is the way you end with her. Play the Game hard from the start.
- If you chase a female you get a weak one, if you stalk her you get a strong one. one means cop. cop is when you own that bitch.
- Don’t give a trife broke female a second chance.
- Always keep your women on mental file.
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* There is nothing more important than what makes a new female tick and why. Make her tell you her life story.
* The tougher you are, the more she will love you.
* Make her convince you, that she should be your girl.
* It’s better to have no female than half of a female.
* If your women act up, put them in check quick.
* Never put two new females together, they will plot on you.
* It thrills women when their Man makes a mistake. Don’t make any.
* Never let your women break your rules.
* Never let your women get loud with you.
* Never neglect your women.
* If your women gets stolen the reason why is because your game was not tight enough.
* A female in strange surroundings is more dependent on her Man.

. 
* Women think twice about leaving a rich Player, so work on your front and clout.
* For every girl that leaves you, get two.
* A Player should always tell his women something new everyday to hold them.
* Run your women like a business.
* Keep your women well maintained.

Now students of How to be a player

I want you to Remember…

* there isn’t a female you can’t do without.
* just like drugs, don’t get high off your own supply and what your supply is, is women.
* the world is nothing but a b*tch, and you are her pimp!!!!
* earn your Player degree in Playerology.
* you are not a gentleman, you are a Player!!!
* you only get great by Playing by the rules.
* you don’t have to Play, you got to Play the game.
* it’s a violation of the Players laws to quit a female who is bringing you love and attention.
* the Players game is not for kids.
* never confide in your women, keep your thoughts a secret.
* Playing isn’t a sex game, it’s a mind game.
* just like a company, downsize and upgrade if you have to.
* true friends mean more than any female.
* in a Player’s life, yesterday means nothing, today is everything!!!
* the game of being a Player is like a chess game, you must think before you move.

In closing
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Always…

* find ways to keep your women without kissing their ass.
* seek knowledge about the game.
* be positive in everything you do, especially in this game.
* take care of the little things and if the female is qualified make her take care of the big things.
* keep your mind on your money and your own life!!!
* live by the rules you set down on your women.
* keep the Player / female relationship well defined.
* be a puzzle to your women, that’s a way how to keep them.
* remember what you are, a Player!!!
* remember, the only heaven for a Big Daddy Player is one filled with women and money.
* remember a Player’s wardrobe has to be neat and clean, his ride must be eye catching.

A player who is learning how to be a player, must realize he can only play for so long, before he’s played out. A hustler only hustles for so long, then he’s hustled out. When it’s time to turn in your player card

Just Do It! Settle down and leave the game alone and have a happy relationship and Live off the memories of the past!
How to be a player: A woman’s 5 senses video part 1

How to be a player: A woman’s 5 senses video part 2
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A woman’s 5 Senses

5 senses post taken from the pimspnetwork written by me:

I posted this on another thread but the message got lost, I want to repost it for an easier reading:

Appealing to Womens 5 senses
Quoted from ZENMACK..
“let’s start with building an emotional connection. It is my belief that inorder to build this connection you gotta access a womans 5 senses.

1. sound. through use of words to penetrate her brain
2. sight. by looking good
3. smell. you gotta smell good. I just read that womens sense of smell is so accute that they can actually smell men for correct dna matches. How many times have you heard a woman say “he just smelled good”.
4. touch. you gotta know how to touch them rite to stimulate their intense desire.
5. taste. sometimes you gotta stimulate that taste bud also.

When you combine as many (especially sound), you can gain access into the deeper regions of womens minds. Bitches go on over load and don’t know what hit em.

Think about how the serpent whispered in Eve’s ear and made her look at the apple and then smell it, then touch it and finally the deal breaker taste it. If you can see the game in that you are on your way. Imagine whispering in a woman's ear words to create desire (sound) and as you lean in close you smell good (smell), ( I use vanilla oil so that I smell like cookies & cream which most women love, I don’t take chances on them not liking a cologne). Usually I am dressed to attract attention (sight) and as I lean in close to them I casually touch them while I talk to their ear lobes, which stimulates them. Remember trying to sit still in the barber chair when he got near your ear it tickled.

How’s this for a start if anyone wants to add to this their info. Knowledge and game go on and pull our coats.

Here is an example of words:

I sent this email:

I think my other email got lost with this new aol 9.0, but I want to say that I had fun last night with you…your level of passion was a nice opening to our friendship. You have a level that needs to be tapped. And tapped deep…..

I was thinking and remembering laying on top of you. Thrusting and touching you down there… remembering your moans….
the touch of your tongue….your smell…
The feeling of your skin sliding against mine…holding you in my arms…
Your hands submitting to my strength…being a woman under me…
Your hands touching my body and finding pleasure…
Soft lips, soft tongue, willingness, deep penetrating thrusting…reaching
and becoming…
Feeling the flesh of your ass and hips…the softness there…delicious baby..
very delicious.
****

I received this one back:

“Hey, how’s it going? I received your emails, and I tried to reply back, but they got returned. Sorry for
calling you so many times this weekend…I wasn’t sure when you were going to be back. I really
enjoyed reading your emails…they were very poetic and descriptive, to say the least. I’m looking
forward to seeing you again soon, I hope the feeling is mutual. By the way, you can send me emails to
this address, if you want. I check this one everyday, and my hotmail account gets checked when I get
the chance. I will probably give you a call around 6 this evening, if that’s okay. Talk to you later, have a
good day.”

words can be used to reach the other senses too.

I took this from an old file:

And if you need any further proof of the value of language, listen to these lines from American writer
Marya Mannes:

“All really great lovers are articulate — and verbal seduction is the surest route to actual seduction.”

****

If you want to see a brilliant example of seductive language, get hold of a copy of the 1995 Jeremy
Levin movie Don Juan de Marco. There’s a scene near the start which is just about the most inspiring
thing you’ll ever come across.

The leading character (played by Johnny Depp) walks up to an attractive woman sitting alone in a
restaurant. He introduces himself. At first she’s a little hesitant to get involved and tells him she’s
waiting for her partner. He sits down anyway, and begins talking to her, telling her that he won’t take a
moment.

He soon takes her hand and, holding it before him, begins telling her how “certain women have fingers
with the same sensitivity as their legs.” She’s intrigued.

Then, in the most hypnotically seductive voice, he continues.

“The fingertips are the same feelings as their feet. And when you
touch their knuckles it is like passing your hands around their knees.
- And this tender, fleshy part of the finger is the same as brushing your hand around their thighs.”
“And finally …” he says, and softly kisses her upper knuckles – with obvious implications. By now the woman is gripping the table cloth in a state of intense arousal.

The next scene, quite believably, shows them hard at it in bed.

So is that all there is to it? Not exactly. You have to make your words work for you. And there are three things that will guarantee your success.

1. You have to believe in what you’re saying – unreservedly. This calls for total confidence and TOTAL COMMITMENT. If you back off, or have any hint of uncertainty, you’ll blow it. She’ll recognize your hesitation (women are experts at this), and deduce that you’re really a wimp in wolves’ clothing. So you must take command and follow through – no matter what happens.

2. You have to speak with a voice absolutely dripping with sensuality. You can’t dribble these words out in a flat and lifeless tone. You must make every word ‘sound’ like what it means. When you say “pleasure”, it’s got to feel like pleasure. When you say “feverish rush”, it ought to send shivers up her spine.

3. You must pay total attention to her non-verbal signals – her body language and her facial expressions – and use these as homing beacons to guide you in.

And she’ll let you know, she honestly will – so long as you PAY ATTENTION.

Do these things with your evocative language, and you’re virtually guaranteed to win any woman you want in an absolute minimum of time – because woman DO long for a good seduction.

And I found the original lost email, I don’t recommend sensitive type of men reading this corny shyt. Yeah it’s corny but she admitted to reading it many times over. Infact she read both of mind bomb emails several times over and still looks at them on her cell phone…dang technology is amazing…you can actually access the internet and get your emails from a cell phone:

You are quite a surprise to me J. Your passion was wonderful to taste….your kisses…igniting…you stirred a passion deep inside of me babygirl…I was amazed at your capacity to receive pleasure….remember when I put my finger down there while I was taking you…our lips kissing so hard and strong….our tongues intertwined….tasting each other….my hands on your hips….thrusting….reaching…..I can still feel it….making me throb again…..you accepted my control like a real woman…..a woman who knows how to bend to a man’s strength….to receive….each moment of pleasure….I like that.

Here are some words to think about and feel from Heather Headly:

He is:
Mind injector
Heart protector
Sole defender of anything I feel
Baby conceiver
Make me a believer
Joy bringer
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Love giver
Doe increaser
The pleasure releaser
The night school teacher
The good life preacher
The care taker
The kiss craver

Yes this shyt is corny…I use the bulleted periods to cause her eye to stop and feel what I am saying. I don’t know if my technique is perfect, but I do get good results. My stuff isn’t vulgar since I am making comments on stuff that has already happened. If we had only kissed then I woulda talked about that kiss and how it felt to me.

Be relaying and getting her to relive the experience she is now becoming enthralled with “me”.

Someone said this is speed seduction stuff. That I don’t know, but I recommend reading an ebook called “the sexual key” I don’t use their style word for word…instead I adopted it too my own personality.

Since I am the harder in your face with it type so is my writing.
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Looks at: How women feel about nice guys who confess their love.

Click To Play For Both Videos

Nice Guys Do Finish Last!

By

Player Supreme
I hope you have enjoyed this guide on how to become a player.

If you want further help in your dating life and you’re seeking a coach, then contact me at:

supreme@succeedwithsupreme.com

Thanks for reading

Player Supreme